
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

DATt:lot~P I -j' tSI~1 
memorandum 

ftE~YTO 
ATTN 01": Director, OfHce of Indian Services 

SUILJECT: Recommendation for Final Determination that the Lower Muskogee Creek Tribe
East of the: Mississippi, Inc., does not exist as an Indian tribe pursuant to 25 CFR 54 

TO: Assistant Secretary - Indian Affairs 

1. RECOMMENDATION 

We recommend that the Lower Muskogee Creek Tribe - East of the Mississippi, Inc., 
not be acknowledged as an Indian tribe entitled to a government-to-government 
relationship with the United States. We further recommend that.a letter of such 
determination be forwarded to the leadership of the group, and that a notice of final 
determination that they do not exist as an Indian tribe within the meaning of, Federal 
law be published in the Federal Register. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

On February 10, 1981, the Assistant Secretary - Indian Affairs of the Department of 
the Interior published proposed findings to decline to acknowledge that the Lower 
Muskogee Cre(~k Tribe - East of the Mississippi Inc., exists as an Indian tribe within 
the meaning of Federal law. This finding was based on a determination that the 
group does not meet four of the seven mandatory criteria set forth in 25 CFR 54.7. 

During the 12'O,-day comment period which followed publication, two rebuttals were 
submitted dlallenging the proposed findings pursuant to 25 CFR 54.9(g). The first 
was submitted on May 18, 1981, over the signature of Neal McCormick of Cairo, 
Georgia, chief of the petitioning Lower Muskogee Creek group (hereinafter referred 
to as LMC-GE~c('gia). A second and separate rebuttal was submitted on June 9, 1981, 
by John Wes.ley Thomley of Molino, Florida, vice chief of the petitioning group 
(hereinafter r,eferred to as LMC-Florida). Subsequent to publication of the proposed 
findings, Mr., Thomley notified the Acknowledgment staff that he was severing all 
connections wah the McCormicks and that he intended to file a separate rebuttal 
contending that the original petition omitted substantial amolJ'\ts of important 
evidence. 

Three letter:s were received in support of the findings: one from the Director of the 
Mcintosh Re.serve of Carroll County, Georgia; one from the Director, Office of Indian 
Heritage for tihE~ State of Georgia; and one from the Principal Chief of the Muskogee 
(Creek) Nati,on ()f Oklahoma. 

3. SUMMi\RY CONCLUSIONS IN RESPONSE TO REBUTTAL ARGUMENTS 
PRESENTI:'D 

Both rebuttals were carefully considered; the new evidence submitted was checked 
and material in the original petition reconsidered in light of the arguments. The 
rebuttals wen~ not only considered separately but also together to determine whether 
the sum of the evidence and arguments would strengthen the group's petition for 
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acknowledgrn1ent. The rebuttals, whether considered separately or together, did not 
present e-v'idence which would warrant changing the conclusion that the LMC does not 
meet four ():[ the criteria set out in 25 CFR 54 (specifically Section 54.7 (a, b, c, and 
e»; and ther€!fore, does not exist as an Indian tribe within the meaning of Federal 
law. 

Although both rebuttals spoke to some degree to the four criteria which the LMC had 
faUed to rrH~let, neither rebuttal addressed the following major factual condusions set 
out in the proposed findings: 1) the I.nstable membership which shows great 
fluctuations in size and composition; 2) the lack of historical data for most 
geographiC: arleas and for many time periods, and the concurrent lack of evidence of 
political continuity; 3) the apparent recent institution of "dan" organizations; and 4) 
the lack of historical connections or association between families that would be 
expected from the asserted historical tribal character. The condusions regarding the 
limited historical identification of the group as Indian and the lack of proven Creek 
ancestry for a large part of the group's membership were either not addressed or 
were answeted by restating earlier arguments. No information was provided in either 
rebuttal in rE!Sponse to the finding that the membership provisions, though they might 
be technically adequate, were vague and ill-defined and contained no specific 
requirements :Eor establishing Creek Indian ancestry as a basis for inclusion in the 
membership list. Some of the factlBI condusions in themselves were sufficient to 
deny tribal status to the group, but collectively they were overwhelmingly against the 
LMC assertion that they are a tribe. 

Implicit in both rebuttals is the argument that because approximately 7,000 Creek 
descendant; in the Eastern United States received payment under Indian Claims 
Commission Docket Number 21, there exists an Indian tribe which could be acknowl
edged unde·r 25 CFR 54. This argument appears at many points to be based on the 
idea of the existence of a general "Creek Nation East of the Mississippi" before the 
formation in .19'50 of an organization which took that name in 1951. Taking the Claims 
Commission cc,ntacts as Government recognition, the petitioner in effect projects the 
group bacl<:ward from that point to argue for its historical existence. These 
Government o:mtacts do not constitute recognition of the group as a tribe or a 
determinati.ol'l that the group has had a continuing historical existence as a tribe. 
Similarly, the I~xistence of a current organization is not evidence for the existence of 
an organizatic:>rl in the past. 

The presenl:)e ()f large numbers of Indian descendants scattered throughout a given 
region does not necessarily mean that these descendan1S constitute an Indian tribe 
within the I1lce~lning of the regulations. While a large portion of the United States 
population m,ay have knowledge of their Indian ancestry, most do not consider 
themselves members of an Indian tribe. 

The LMC is not a tribal community which has fll'lctioned as an autonomous entity 
throughout history until the present, but is rather a group of individuals who believe 
themselves to be of Indian ancestry, ma;t of whom did not concl~ively establish this 
fact. The members are scattered widely throughout the South and have had little or 
no associaticlI'1I with the group as a whole lIItil they were recruited by the leaders of 
the LMC group.. No evidence could be found that a sense of tribalness or community 
exists. 

Several spec.l1:ic: arguments were raised in the LMC-Georgia and -Florida rebuttals. 
These argUIl\.eo1ts are dealt with individually in the paragraphs which follow. 
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4. LMC-GEORGIA ARGUMENTS (McCormick Appeal) 

Mr. McCor~nAck dalms that three separate states (Georgia, Florida, and Alabama) 
"recognizeli the LMC as a corporate entity and that such recognition establishes the 
covert existence of the group over a long period of history. The McCormick rebuttal 
also suggests that such incorporation far outweighs any scholarly studies which 
suggest that the group does not exist as a tribe. 

Researchers could find evidence of only two corporations, both using the name of 
Lower CreE:~1< Muskogee Tribe - East of the MissiSSippi, Inc. (sic): one ini Florida, 
listing John W. Thomley as President Director; the other in Georgia, listing 
Neal McCormick as President. The Georgia corporation is presently not in good 
standing with the State as the corporate fee has not been paid for 1981. Notwith
stancting t~~s, the simple filing of corporate papers and the payment of the 
appropriate :tee does not establish the historical continuity of a group or that a group 
currently exists as an Indian tribe. The matter of tribal existence, historif=al and 
political continuity, and Indian ancestry must be established through appropriate 
documentation. 

The negative- Clonclusions in the proposed findings do not rest solely, as is suggested 
by the LMC-Ge-orgia rebuttal, on the limited length of time the corporate entities of 
the LMC have existed. Extensive evidence and arguments were presented in the 
proposed findings to s~ow that the group did not meet the criteria even for the period 
during which the corporations have been in existence. There is strong evidence that 
the group was created in 1972 and incorporated in 1973, rather than formalizing 
previously existing communities, and that it has been a limited and lIlStable organiza
tion that dOl~; not resemble a tribal community. 

The overt e::dst'ence of the LMC, which has been for only nine, rather than 30 years as 
claimed in the clppeal, provides no evidence that there was a predecessor organization 
or entity, covel"t or otherwise. There was no evidence to indicate that predecessor 
entities exis1ed before the corporations or that the ancestors of the present group 
were part oj: units whlch met the requirements of the regulations. As noted, the LMC 
is one of several organizations of Creek descendants and claimed descendants which 
organized ahe~r the Eastern Creek claim was filed in 19.50. Some of its members may 
have had 1in~s with the organization which initiated that claim. Each organization 
must be jUdgE~cI :;eparately, however. 

Mr. McCormick cites out of context a statement from the proposed findings that 
there was tlstroog evidence of Indian identity or knowledge of Inctian descent" as 
evidence of the covert survival of the tribe. This statement, as lI)ed in the findings, 
was made in regard to the region in general rather than about specific ancestors of 
the LMC or cLoout anoestors of Eastern Creek daimants in general. The strong 
evidence refE~wed to in the proposed findings was most prevalent for areas where 
there were the fewest LMC members. 

Mr. McCormick reasserts in the LMC-Georgia rebuttal that prohibitive laws passed 
against the Cre4eks after Removal forced the lnctians to live covertly and prevented 
the tribe frc:m lopenly identifying itself. This argument was dealt with at length in 
the proposecl l1ndlngs. No new evidence was provided to refute the total lack of 
documentation f.or any period before the 1950's of the covert or overt existence of 
any type of community for even part of the group which could be identified as Indian. 
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An examination of the group's genealogy soowed almost no intermarriage between 
families and dIspersed historical residence patterns, both of which indicate that 
families Wel"l~ historically LDlconnected and had little or no social interaction. This, 
when coupled with the finding that the majority did not establish Creek Indian 
ancestry and that many had no previous identity as Indian or even knowledge of Indian 
ancestry, indicates that the LMC is not derived from a stable tribal community. 

No attempt was made to rebut the condusion that the LMC "recruited" its members. 
The word "reo"uitment" in the proposed findings is used to mean the gaining of 

.. members from the general public, i.e., individuals who believed themselves to be of 
Creek ances1ry, as opposed to enrolling people who were socially part of an existing 
group but ',vho were not formally enrolled. Evidence for this induded several 
documents from the LMC itself. 

The McCormick rebuttal questions the anthropological portion of the findings since it 
does not recognize that before Removal Creek towns, dans or families shifted from 
place to place and "mixed and mingled." Contrary to the LMC assertion, the reports 
dearly took Into account that there was considerable intermarriage and contact 
between non··Indians and Creeks before, as well as after, Removal. This fact does not 
affect the flnding that no evidence could be found that any Creek communities 
continued tel ex.ist among ancestors of the LMC after Removal. 

The LMC as:serils that the Creek Nation East has been recognized as an Indian Tribe 
in Florida Sta1tl..lte F.S. 1979, Chapter 285, Indian Reservations and Affairs. The cited 
chapter of thE~ Florida Statutes, in mentioning "Muskogee or Cow Creek," is clearly 
referring to ::>;ands of the Seminole Tribe of Florida. The statute does not pertain to 
the LMC as a group (F.S. 1979:Ch 285:061(2) & Ch 285:070». 

Recent resc)lut.ions submitted from one Georgia and two Florida coll'lties which 
recognize the LMC as a Creek tribe are not based on research and documentation. 
They do not establish the historical existence of the group as an Indian tribe. 

Numerous historical documents were submitted with the LMC-Georgia appeal. Five 
of these documents duplicated material in the original petition. Twelve additional 
documents, although new, pertain to Creek history before or during Removal and thus 
are of no vcllue in documenting the survival of Creek Indian commll"lities after the 
Removal. F()l.Jr of the documents which were submitted are discussed below: the 
1920 voter registration roll; the Ward letter of August 28, 1861; the list of "Frinley 
(sic) Creeks;" i:md the William Brown affidavit. 

The LMC a.rglJle5 that continued existence of the tribe is evidenced by Calhoun 
County, Florida, voting records which purport to show Creek IndiallS voted in State 
ejections in :1~~2:0 and later. A page was submitted from an October 9, 1920 voter 
registration rc~ll, listing two individuals designated as "C.I.," apparently an abbrevi
ation for Cn~ek Indian. According to current cOLllty officials, this was probably self
identification. Subsequent research could not identify these two individuals as Creek 
Indians or as beIng related to the current LMC membership without further 
documentation. No evidence was found or presented in the voting records which 
would indicalte~ that there was a continuing community of Creek Indians in Calhom 
County or that governmental bodies, scholars, or others even identified the presence 
of such a corn rn ILI'li ty. 
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The LMC ,aJrgues that the Ward Jetter, when taken in conjunction with the Ward 
Record (sl.lbmi tted with the petition), proves the existence of covert Creek Indian 
groups in southern Alabama and western Florida. Since the Ward letter, dated August 
28, 1861, W,lS mentioned in the Ward Record, it can be used to validate parts of the 
Ward RecQrd itself as well as a few of the individual Ward family relationships. 
However, since the record identifies no one as Indian, much less as Creek, and since 
it appears 101 Ijeal with Ward family members and their gatherings almait exdusively, 
it cannot be' used to establish the existence of covert Creek Indian groups as is 
asserted by tile LMC. 

A list which contained 35 names and was entitled "FrinJey Creeks" was induded to 
demonstrate the existence of an historical tribe. However, no information was 
provided regarding the origins of the list, its purpose, its author, or the date when it 
was prepar1ed. Based solely on identification by name, nine of the 35 names appear to 
be similar to toose of established Eastern Creek ancestors. Any connection between 
the names en this list and the LMC ancestors, however, is impossible to subs~antiate 
without further information. For this reason, the list of "Frinley Creeks" cannot be 
used to prov1e Creek ancestry or to document the historical existence of a covert 
Creek group. 

The William Brown affidavit was submitted to prove that a Creek Indian commlJ'lity 
existed in Decatur County, Georgia, in 1863. The affidavit purports to show that a 
man who was identified in the document as a Creek Indian was going to a meeting of 
the "nation.1I Staff research could not identify William Brown on the Eastern Creek 
rolls or as an LMC ancestor. No additional documentation was submitted and 
subsequent analysis could not identify which "nation," the location of the meeting he 
was to attend" who William Brown represented if anyone other than himself, and 
whether a Creek Indian community existed in Decatur County, Georgia, at that time. 
Based on ttll!~ information provided no weight could be attached to the document. 

Various other historical documents submitted contained no specific reference to 
Creek Indians and most of the individuals named could not be identified as Creek or 
as ancestors of current LMC members without further documentation. 

No evidence was provided in the appeal to substantiate the LMC assertion that an 
undergraduate thesis used as one sOll'"ce of evidence for the propaied findings was 
deliberately distorted to pJease the academic supervisors of the writer. The 
materials in t~~ thesis were found to be entirely consistent with other sources of 
evidence u;ed i• including a report written at about the same time by 
Peggy McCormick for a VISTA project at the Tama Reservation. 

5. LMC-FLORIDA ARGUMENTS (Thomley appeal) 

The Thomley reibuttal to the proposed findings raised several additional issues which 
deser ve dis cl.fisil:>n. 

The central ,arglJrnent presented by the Lower Muskogee Creek-Florida group is that 
the award 0.:( funds under Docket 21 of the Indian Claims Commission to Eastern 
Creeks in eHI~c:t recognized a Creek Nation East of the Mississippi and that their own 
political exi~il ence in turn came about through a formal division of this group and 
transfer of autltx)rity from the previous organization. 
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The award of funds lJ1der Docket 21 made to both Oklahoma and Eastern Creeks was 
not, as ccmtended, made under "eligibility criteria substantially similar to those 
demanded for Federal Recognition." Two steps were involved for this claim, one to 
determine stcmding to pursue the claim, the other to determine what group or 
individuals were eligible to receive payment for it. Neither of these steps required 
showing of continuous political existence as a community since the time of removal. 
Docket 21 was originally filed in 1948 by the Oklahoma Creek Tribe. A petition to 
intervene 1,l,'a~ filed in 1951 by an organization of Eastern Creeks initially using the 
name of Perdido Friendly Creek Indian Band of Alabama and Northwest Florida. The 
name was subsequently changed to Creek Nation East of the Mississippi (CNEOM). 
One activity of this group was the creation of a list of as many Eastern Creek 
descendants as could be located, as a step toward submission of these names for 
payment undt~r Docket 21 and later Docket 275. 

The Claims Commission initially denied intervention by the Eastern Creeks but was 
overruled in 1952 by the Court of Claims. The Court held that the Eastern Creek 
organization constituted an "identifiable group" of Indians under the Claims tommis
sion Act, wh.ich allowed suits by any "Indian Tribe, band or other identifiable group." 
It specificaj'Jy held that the Claims Commission was unreasonable and incorrect in 
making the category'''identifiable group" the same as "a recognized tribe or band." It 
held that "if oa group presenting a claim under the act is capable of being identified as 
a group of Indians consisting of descendants of members of the tribe or bands which 
existed at thE~ time the claims arose, the jurisdictional requirements of the statute, in 
our opinion, h,ave been met." Thus the requirement for the Eastern Creeks to be 
included in [):>cket 21 was only that it was a group of Creek descendants and not that 
it show continuity of tribal political organization. On this basis, the group was also 
allowed to int.ervene in Docket 275. The Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Claims 
Commission d4~alt with the Creek Nation East of the Mississippi only as a group 
representing Creek descendants in matters such as legal representation in pursuing 
these claims. 

While the llndi,an Claims Commission had the responsibility for determining claims, 
the responsibility for determining which persons or groups were eligible to share in 
the award valiS that of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The recipients of the award are 
not necessa.rHy identical to or limited to those groups which originally petitioned. In 
Docket 21 and subsequently Docket 275, entitlement to share in the distribution of 
funds was based solely on documenting Creek Indian ancestry. Under provisions of 
the Act au"ti1t)rizing distribution of the funds in Docket 21, payment was made on a 
per capita basIs because "the Eastern Creeks comprise an unorganized descendant 
group." Docket 275 payments will be made on a per capita basis for the same reason. 

In the proce:~; of reaching an agreement on plans for the disbursement of the funds 
awarded for Dc)cket 21 and 275, the Bureau of Indian Affairs held public meetings in 
several area~; tl:> discuss the plans with Eastern Creek claimants in those areas. The 
meetings were annoLflced in advance in the newspapers. Various Eastern Creek 
descendant crganizations were apparently also contacted. At a meeting in Pensacola 
in 1974, WE~,ley Thomley was elected to speak for those present at a subsequent 
hearing to be held in Oklahoma. It is apparently this meeting that is referred to in 
the LMC-F]orida appeal when it mentions an example of the tribe "instructing the 
chief and coundJ" concerning important tribal matters and functioning according to 
Cree k tr adi ti C)I1. 
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Part of the~ 1,MC-Florida argument is based on the idea that the CNEOM organization 
that inter~'ene~ in Docket 21 and promoted Eastern Creek claims was in effect a 
single tribE:~ which represented all Eastern Cree~ and was the tribe from which the 
LMC-Florida s,eparated in 1973. While the CNEOM organization appears to have 
served as the ()riginal umbrella organization promoting Eastern Creek claims, there is 
no evidence to show that its membership included all Eastern Creek descendants in 
the Southeas1t or that the organization claimed that it did. A large portion of the 
current UvlC membership do not appear to have been a part of the CNEOM 
organization in the 1950's and 60's, although some of the leaders of the LMC were 
active for awhile. 

Since the LMC-Florida argument which states that Docket 21 determined that 
CNEOM constituted a tribe dating from the time of Removal is invalid, the "transfer 
of authority" in 1973 cannot be used to support their claim to a continuous political 
existence on this basis. In any event their interpretation of the immediate facts of 
this "transfll~r'" is in itself incorrect. It did not establish the Florida Creek Indians as 
a group autl:>nornous from the CNEOM but made Thomley "chief" under the jurisidic
tion of the CNEOM chief and required him to uphold its laws. 

The LMC-Florida appeal gave further reinforcement to the conclusions of the 
proposed findings that the group is a recent organization which does not form a stable 
community and is one to which major units have been, and continue to be, added and 
subtracted. Eight of the 13 "clans" dearly active in 1980 submitted statements that 
they were now affiliated with LMC-Florida. Two to these were recent additions, 
added after the petition was submitted. Four new "clans" have been added since staff 
research wa.s dClne on the petition. There is no evidence that these new "clans" have 
any substant:lal historical existence or association with each other. The group's 
leadership ac.<nowledges a process of organization building. A limited description of 
community c'ICtivities is given to s~w existence "as a functioning commmity," such 
as powwows i' teaching crafts, dancing at public functions, and the procurement of 
grants. T~~~~;t~ are at best limited flRlctions, documented only for the past seven 
years, and contain no indication of extensive participation by the "members" listed on 
the roll. 

The LMC-FIIJricla rebuttal also argues that a treaty made in J833 recognized the 
existence of the "greater body of the Creek Nation" which at that point remained on 
the eastern side of the Mississippi. This treaty predates the removal of the majority 
of the Creel< Nation and hence does not indicate acknOWledgment of a continuing 
body of Eastern Cree~ after the J830's. The acts of 1887 and 1906, referred to in the 
appeal, were CIUotment acts which do not apply to the Eastern Creeks. 

The LMC-Floriida rebuttal induded a list containing the names of roughly 2,700 
members whc:t it stated had been omitted from the membership roll submitted with 
the original pE~ti1tion. Creek Indian ancestry could not be established for the majority 
of these members, however, based on the limited information provided. Only 24% of 
the individuahi named could be reasonably identified as having shared in Docket 21 
and th15 as having established their Creek ancestry. Of the remaining 7696, 24% 
appear to ha~'E~ applied to share in the award to be made lI1der Docket 275; however, 
until accepted for payment, these applicants cannot be considered to have established 
their Creek c~nc:estry. Fifty-two percent could not be accolJ'lted for based on 
information pres~~nted. These findings reinforce the initial conclusion set out in the 
proposed finding!i that a majority of the LMC membership are \J1able to establish 
Creek ancestry,. The submission of a list of members who_ were omitted which is 
2-1/2 times liirg~~r than the membership roll submitted with the petition, only serves 
to further em I,hasize the instability of the group. 
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The genealogical findings do not dispute the fact that there were, and still are, many 
Eastern Cf'E~~k descendants in the tristate area of Georgia, Florida and Alabama. 
They do di~ip(J1:e, however, that the group entitled the Lower Muskogee Creek Tribe -
East of thE:~ MIssiSSippi, Inc., has a stable membership or is a political organization 
which knOv.,~" or is selective, about its membership. 

6. OTHf.~R OPTIONS 

In accordall,oe with Section 54.9(j) of the Acknowledgment regulations, an analysis 
was made 10 dletermine what, if any, options other than acknowledgment are' availble 
under which the Lower Muskogee Creek Tribe - East of the Mississippi, Inc., could 
make application as a tribe for services and other benefits available to recognized 
Indian tribe~;" No viable alternatives could be found due to the group's uncertain 
Indian ancestry, the geographical dispersion of its membership, and the group's lack 
of inherent :soda! and political cohesion and continuity. This conclusion is based on 
independent research conducted by the Acknowledgment staff and on the Ilfactua! 
arguments a.nd evidence presented in the LMC petition and in the two rebuttals which 
challenged the~ proposed findings. A detailed analysis of this research and the 
evidence rel.iecl upon will be found in the foregoing report and in the report which was 
prepared to support the proposed findings which were published in the Federal 
Register on February 10, 1981. 

As individuals, however, those who shared in Docket 21 will also share in the per 
capita award tc) be made under Docket 275. Persons who did not share in Docket 21 
who have applied and meet the requirements of the judgment fLB'ld distribution plan 
could share in Docket 275. With regard to future awards to individual Eastern Creek 
Indian desce~ndcmts, we are lI1able to say what t!te eligibility requirements for sharing 
in such awards might be or who the eligible benefidaries would be. 
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